Dear HR Knowledge: We have a remote workforce and are wondering how
we should approach annual performance evaluations?
03.15.22
Given the upheaval we have all faced due to COVID, many employers have let performance
evaluations take a back seat. Many organizations have shifted to a remote work model for the first
time, leading to questions on how to manage annual evaluations, with some questioning whether
or not they should even be done.
In light of all the workforce challenges, we believe it’s still important to conduct performance
evaluations. Increased transparency and communication are as important as ever and keeping
track and a record of how everyone is doing at their jobs is the cornerstone of success. Generally
speaking, if an organization had an effective performance management process before COVID, it
should continue applying those same guiding principles. Of course, when practices change, it might
not make sense to use the same measurements as before, so there may need to be new processes
and objectives established.
In addition to annual evaluations, we believe in open dialogue throughout the year, whether
employees work on site or are remote. Employees want to know how they are doing and have a
clear understanding about their potential growth and future within the organization. Job security
and growth is top of mind for employees, particularly due to the impact the pandemic has had on
the job market. Now more than ever, employees are looking for better opportunities. In this tight job
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market, it is crucial for employers to focus on and invest in their current workforce -- otherwise they
may need to go back to the drawing board to recruit, interview, and train.
The question of whether reviews are still a best practice is common and one that we have often
addressed prior to, currently, and likely far beyond COVID, which is why we created this piece
here.
Have we convinced you to jump on the bandwagon and revamp your performance evaluation
process? We have created a resource on Performance Review Best Practices here, so HRK is also
here to help! We have a webinar scheduled on this very topic, which you can register for here.

The People Simplifying HR
For almost twenty years, HR Knowledge has made it our mission to demystify the complex and daunting process
of HR management. We do more than just provide the level of service and technology you’d expect from an
industry leader. We combine unparalleled passion for service with our decades of HR, payroll, and benefits
experience to provide our clients with personalized and actionable advice that is second—to—none. From
managed payroll to employee benefits to HR support, we can help your organization thrive, grow, and reduce
operating costs—no matter what industry you serve. Whether you’re interested in our Full-Service solution or just
need your employee handbook written, HR Knowledge can help you minimize risk while staying on top of
compliance regulations. The bottom line? We’re not just another cloud-based technology company that also
does HR, #WeAreHR. Get the scoop on how we can help you simplify HR.
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